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Guilt once harbored in the conscious breast
Intimidates the brave, degrades the great.

It’s an obscure quote from an even more obscure
poem written more than two centuries years ago that
doesn’t have anything to do with mothers. Yet I find it
oddly appropriate this Mothers’ Day.  

Guilt is a byproduct of Motherhood, an unseen
chain that binds us à la Prometheus because we wish to
give the fire of our being to those whom we love. It is
like a wheelbarrow we push through the garden of
Motherhood, collecting our inadequacies while at the
same time trampling our efforts.

They say guilt is a powerful motivator. Charities
use it to encourage donations; religions use it to promote
moral behavior; marketers use it to sell products.

So it should come as no surprise that mothers’
natural tendency toward guilt is publicly sanctioned as a
way to manipulate us—especially in areas in which
society has let us down.

Take, for example, the billboard near my home
that announces: “Babies are born to be breastfed”.  As
part of the National Breastfeeding Awareness Campaign,
the signs are meant to encourage women to breastfeed.
Given my pro-breastfeeding advocacy—I started the
Freedom to Feed campaign here at the magazine and
then testified before lawmakers at the State Capitol, on
my due date while having contractions, because I wanted
better breastfeeding laws—you may be surprised that the
signs render me nearly apoplectic with anger.

That’s because they lay this country’s dismal
breastfeeding rate squarely on the shoulders of
mothers—despite the fact that our society provides no
maternity leave to establish breastfeeding, no coverage
for lactation consultants or postpartum doulas, and no
laws to protect public breastfeeding or pumping at work.
Guilt is apparently the only tool this country is willing to
use to increase breastfeeding rates. And why not?  It’s
free and if it doesn’t work at least mothers will think
they are doing something wrong instead of society.

This is just one example of the publicly-
approved guilting of mothers, but there are many, many
more—not least of which is the constant societal
discourse over whether mothers should work outside the
home (this, while legislators pass laws to compel mother
on public assistance to obtain jobs).

We mothers attempt to bear this guilt with grace.
Yet it seeps into us, chafing our spirits a little at a time,
like dust in an oyster with no resulting pearl, except that
which will choke us.

And it will choke us.  Because as Samuel
Johnson wrote 257 years ago in the poem Irene, guilt
intimidates the brave and degrades the great. As long as
our breast harbors it, we cannot fulfill our magnificent
destiny.

This Mothers’ Day, do not allow your bravery to
be intimated, your greatness degraded. Put aside the
wheelbarrow before it smashes the seeds you have
carefully sown. You deserve the fruit of your efforts; a
bouquet of Motherhood.

You are a Mother: a beacon in a storm; a quiet
place to rest; a foundation on which to build. Guilt can
only diminish your light, disquiet your solitude, shake
your foundation.

If you do not believe this, remember the words
of another poet, William Ross Wallace, who wrote:

For the hand that rocks the cradle
Is the hand that rules the world.

You cannot rule by guilt. Do not let it rule you.
Happy Mothers’ Day, you brave and great

women.
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